
Content Profiling



What is it?

Making Content Available based on specific criteria

A Way to group content

Also known as Metadata



Why use it?
Time Saver

Example: News Site

Easy way to display random content



Enabling



Creation...



Metadata Property Fields

For Radio and 
Checkbox use a 
carriage return 
to separate 
possible values

Will be generated when 
new property is saved



Shortcut
Next add a shortcut of the default article we 
want to run on our front page

Must enable the shortcut by changing the 
radio to “yes” on “Shortcut by alternate 
criteria”

Make sure to edit the shortcut and not the 
page or the short-cut content.

Finally decide which metadata property and 
which option is to show up in the shortcut



Shortcut (Con’t)
Must be “yes” to enable 
alternate content

If “no” is selected a user’s 
shortcut will remain static 
even if something would have 
changed the content 

“Random” or “Most Recent” - decides which 
content will be shown should more than one 
be tagged



Tagging a piece of content
Edit the content and click on the Metadata tab

Choose the metadata tag that best 
describes this content

You can also add a new property here rather than 
going to content profiling in the admin menu



Shortcut (Criteria)

Choose the metadata criteria either by 
selection or by typing in the specific criteria



Passive Profiling

Used to monitor individual user browsing 
habits on the site

Allows customization of browsing experience

Not legal in all areas



Enabling



Scheduler

Once enabled the scheduler 
monitors and compiles 
statistics on user browsing 
habits



Passive Profiling Macros

^AOIRank; - Ranks the assets



What it isn’t used for!

The passive profiling 
system gathers statistics, 
but it is not a reporting 
mechanism!

Use an external 
web stats program



How to use
Normal 
Metadata

With a passive 
profiling macro



Questions?



Example


